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 We are still cautious on the market 
 Positioning is not bearish! 
 Business Spending might have been driven by tax policy 
 Inflation might be cooling but prices are not falling 
 Labor market weakness? 
 Housing data has yet to crack 
 Manufacturing surveys show further deterioration 
 China’s economy is feeling the 1-2 punch, but not the market 
 Same old message from the Fed 
 Where has all the crypto money gone? 
 Quick Hits 
 Chart Crime of the week 

 Last 5d % YTD % 1yr % 
S&P 500 3,808  -1.1% -0.8% -19.3% 
QQQ $261.58  -1.8% -1.8% -33.5% 
US 10 YR 3.72% 3.82% 3.88% 1.72% 
USD/DXY 105.1 103.8 103.5 95.7 
VIX 22.5% 21.4% 21.7% 19.6% 
Oil $74.43  -7.3% -7.3% -4.4% 

     
*10yr, DXY, and VIX are levels not changes  
** Oil is front month futures, beware  

 

The Santa-rally the bulls had been expecting for weeks and months never materialized.  While the market was 
stable over the last week of the year, the damage was done in the early part of December.  But this relative 
stability did not cloud the realization that many Fantasies and Frauds still had lofty market caps despite dramatic 
falls.  And many of these Profitless Tech companies will cease to exist without the implicit backing of the Fed.  A 
seasoned investor (Mike Taylor) thinks pensions funds across the country are selling their liquid assets to meet 
capital calls from the private equity managers.  These private equity managers know their portfolio companies 
are struggling to survive.  Instead of culling the herd, they are scrambling to extend their lifelines however 
fleeting.  Selling what you can and not what you have to usually results in selling more of everything.  Ironically, 
the two most targeted stocks for liquidity have been Apple and Tesla.  Talk about polar opposites on the Quality 
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spectrum.  But both are widely held, super liquid, and have ready-made excuses for selling (more so for Tesla 
with Musk imploding, but Apple’s China problem is an issue, as well). 

This week in the new year, we have had more choppy trading.  But again, certain pockets of the market have 
seen super-charged volatility.  Alas, we think much of this has been futile attempts at market manipulation.  The 
bottomless pits in the crypto space had seemingly found new life.  Crypto-related equities moved 10%, 15%, 
even 25% higher in a day.  Then we found out why this morning.  The main bank (Silvergate) that helped 
facilitate the FTX fraud disclosed that it was hemorrhaging deposits, and it was having to sell assets at a loss to 
raise capital.  It is borrowing deposits in the wholesale market to help make the fleeing customers whole.  
Obviously, someone was trying to move the stock(s) higher before this news bombshell exploded.  But the 
market always wins, and Silvergate succumbed 43% today.  We had Puts on the stock waiting for this inevitable 
implosion (no victory lap yet as we remain short).  Fraud has a way of taking down its partners in crime. 

There have been lots of headlines which ticked the market one way or the other.  Micron had an Earnings miss 
which spooked the semiconductor space.  Dealers have been in negative gamma territory which exacerbates 
Volatility (on both the upside and downside).  Economic data has been all over the board but mostly negative 
(which the Fed-pivot crowd still thinks is good for the market).  Oil remains under pressure from the old “it is a 
recession” theme.  Mastercard’s holiday shopping data confirmed that sales were flat after inflation (Restaurant 
spending was strong while Electronics spending lagged).  David Tepper, a well-known hedge fund kingpin and 
owner of the Carolina Panthers (more importantly, he has a great track record of calling broad market moves) 
warned about the central banks continuing to hike rates.  He is short bonds and equities.  We see know reason 
to change our cautious stance.  Lest you forget, the Fed is hiking interest rates into a recession! 

 Positioning is not bearish! 

Positioning has waffled back and forth just like the market recently.  Merrill reports that for the week ending 
December 21st, their investors sold the largest amount ever to the tune of $42b.  But not so fast!  The majority 
of this was from Value funds!   People were selling their defensive exposures!  They have been buying for six 
weeks straight before this week, and much of this was Tech.  There might be some buyer’s remorse at work 
here.  But instead of reversing their bad decisions, they compound them with another.  We also think this data 
shows that corporates had been driving a large portion of the inflows as their buyback windows have mostly 
closed.  As for this past week compared to the one before, we think it is calendar related – tax loss selling 
followed by last-gasp attempts for a belated “Santa rally.”   

 Business Spending might have been driven by tax policy 

Durable Goods Orders in November dropped 2.1% on the headline.  And the October data was revised lower.  
This is the largest monthly drop since the virus-fear onset.  We have wondered how the business spending 
component, Core Capital Goods, has remained so resilient.   One thing we have overlooked here is the impact 
from some of the Trump tax cuts rolling off.  Specifically, companies could expense capital equipment 
immediately.  But this tax is now gone in 2023.  It makes sense that companies would front load their buying 
into this year even with the dimmed prospects.  Nobody wants to pay the taxman if they do not have to. 

 Inflation might be cooling but prices are not falling 

The PCE inflation gauge for November cooled a bit to a monthly increase of 0.1% from the 0.4% increase in 
October (which was revised higher from 0.3%).  This brings the annual increase to 5.5% which was expected.  
The Core inflation dropped a tick to a 0.2% increase.  But October was revised higher from 0.2% to 0.3%, hence 
the relative downtick.  The annual rate fell slightly to 4.7%.  This data confirms our thesis that we are past peak 
inflation.  However, we also think that the first retracement in prices is the easiest.  And the stickier segments 
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will keep a floor under prices as a whole.  The Fed’s 2% inflation target is just folly at this point (until recession 
really kicks in!). 

 Labor market weakness? 

Weekly Initial Jobless Claims continue to show relative strength as they sit in the 200k-225k area.  This is about 
the same as the pre-virus-fear level.  We have talked a lot about high-profile layoffs and our suspicions that the 
Job Openings are fake news (they ticked down slightly in November, but this data is still confounding).  But labor 
inflation persists (always lagging and usually sticky) with a shortage of workers.  But Bespoke notes that the 
three-month average for Continuing Claims is starting to rise.  This is partially a statistical anomaly since the 
total number of Continuing Claims is near an historic low.  And Continuing Claims usually lag Initial Claims.  So, 
there are lots of contradictions.  But historical data looks to be telling us a recessions is coming. 

 

 

ADP’s guess for tomorrow’s Private Payrolls in the Employment report points to a surprise on the upside.  ADP 
does not have a great track record in guessing correctly.  But a stronger report (more jobs gained) will be bad for 
the markets. 

Anecdotally, we are getting more layoffs in Tech (Salesforce is the latest at 10% of its workforce).  And Amazon 
continues to “right size” after hiring like MC Hammer during the Virus Fear. 

 Housing data has yet to crack 

New Home Sales in November moved higher.  But October sales were revised much lower.  Sales have been 
range bound since April.   

Pending Home Sales continue to drop.  The index level is almost at the Virus Fear trough.  This data captures 
contracts signed but not closed…hence the pending name.  We continue to think the combination of high prices, 
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high mortgage rates (back above 7% this week), and a slowing economy are depressing sales.  When one of 
these cracks, we will likely see a cascading of higher sales at lower prices. 

Construction Spending showed a slight uptick in November.  But this was all driven by non-residential 
construction (a good sign in itself).  Single family home construction continues to sink.  But multi-family housing 
is surging.  People want to rent, not own. 

The weekly Mortgage Applications sank dramatically at -10.3%.  Refi’s are weak, but Purchases are terrible. 

 Manufacturing surveys show further deterioration 

The Markit Manufacturing PMI for December made another all-time low ex the Virus Fear panic.  The ISM’s 
Manufacturing PMI also sank as it heads back to its pre-Virus Fear level (people forget that the economy was 
showing signs of stress before Wuhan struck).   

The Kansas City Fed manufacturing index dropped further into negative territory.  The same goes for the Dallas 
Fed Manufacturing index.  But Production in Texas improved.  The simplest way to think of this distinction is 
Manufacturing creates components or inputs.  And Production puts things together.  Texas Manufacturing is 
obviously concentrated in oil & gas.  So, this data is not too surprising given the drop off in prices.  But the 
Production sentiment is encouraging.  The Richmond Fed bounced back into positive territory. 

Chicago Fed’s National Activity Index was not released for technical reasons…whatever this means.   

 Other economic data 

3Q GDP was revised higher to 3.2% from 2.9%.  Personal Consumption Expenditures were also adjusted from 
1.7% to 2.3% growth. 

Consumer Sentiment improved slightly in December.  It is likely stabilizing because of the cooling headline 
inflation.  It is still light years from pre-Virus Fear levels.   

The Leading Economic Indicators for November (already released but it summarizes the data) went further into 
negative territory. 

Inventories grew in November more than the previous few months.  But this data is pretty stale.  And the 
drawing down of inventory is more the theme to watch. 

 China’s economy is feeling the 1-2 punch, but not the market 

China’s official PMIs are sinking fast.  And considering this official data is always manufactured by the 
communists, things must be really bad.  On one hand, economic activity ground to a halt thanks to the Covid-0 
policy.  But along the way, the communists did too good of a job scaring the citizens.  Everyone is afraid to 
reenter society and be productive not that the country is “reopen.” Meanwhile, the Chinese stock market 
rockets higher (we covered our short a few weeks ago, thank goodness).  We do not know what to make of this 
anomaly, but there is a good chance it is the communists pumping the market.  When/if we get confirmation of 
this, we will think about a short.  We will steer clear in the meantime. 
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 Same old message from the Fed 

The first Fed speaker after a long break was Neel Kashhari.  The once uber-dove is now calling for more rate 
hikes than the consensus view of the Fed.  He thinks another 1% should be added to the current 4.25%-4.50% 
range.  And he says this while thinking inflation has likely already peaked!  This is the crux of our broken-record 
view:  Higher for longer.  And the FOMC minutes released yesterday confirm this:  “Participants generally 
observed that a restrictive policy stance would need to be maintained until the incoming data provided 
confidence that inflation was a on a sustained downward path to 2%, which was likely to take some time.”  2%! 

 Where has all the crypto money gone? 

Two on the shrinking list of remaining players in the crypto “exchange” space are throwing barbs at each other 
on Twitter.  We will buy the beers for anyone that can follow this cryptic (get it) web of interactions:  The 
Winklevoss twins operate the Gemini exchange.  They claim that Genesis Global Capital, owned by Digital 
Currency Group, is refusing to return assets lent to it by Gemini.  Genesis has loans outstanding to FTX/Alameda 
(loans outstanding = vaporized).  Gemini had to pause customer withdrawals after Genesis paused redemptions 
from its creditors after the FTX collapse.  Genesis and Gemini operate as partners in the equivalent of a stock-
lending operation (so loans are asset based and are typically recallable…until they are not).  Gemini claims that 
DCG owes its own subsidiary Genesis $1.675b.  Gemini wants DCG to repay Genesis so Genesis can then pay 
back loans taken from Gemini.  Genesis denies this.  But in November, Genesis confirmed that it had lent DCG 
$1.675b due in 2023.  DCG took on liabilities from Genesis after the crypto hedge fund Three Arrows collapsed 
and vaporized $2.4b in loans from Genesis.  Gemini does not care that Genesis took on these other 
liabilities…Gemini just wants its money back. 

Our beer money is safe. 

 Chart Crime of the week 
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This was posted by an email-marketing guy bragging about his approach/work.  What on earth could anyone 
glean from this chart?  Other than he seems like your typical email-marketing guy. 

 

 

 Quick Hits 
 “it’s a Wonderful Life” is a Christmas television staple because the producers let the copyright 

lapse so it entered the public domain (it could be shown on continuous loops for free). 
 The 2022 Armed Forces Bowl was the coldest bowl game ever with a wind chill of -7. 
 The 1967 Icebowl between the Packers and the Cowboys had a windchill of -36. 
 There is a crypto-themed restaurant in Manhattan. 
 The average NFL viewership on Christmas day was 22.9mm.  The average for the NBA games 

was 4.3mm. 

Trading:  We reduced a lot of our short exposure into the year-end weakness.  We trimmed some Tesla, but we 
kept some exposure for a further decline (we rolled our exposure to lower strikes which books profits, reduces 
our delta, but keeps exposure alive).  We did the same with our short in ARKK (Crazy Cathie aka The 
Woodchipper).  We trimmed some REIT exposure, but we already put some back on (who would have thought 
REITs would whip around the way they do).  We cut some losers, too.  Our short in European financials has been 
terrible.  We might revisit this one.  But we think we jumped on a crowded trade (always the worst), so time will 
tell.  The same goes for our generic bets against Retail and Housing.  On the long side, we bought more USD, 
Staples, Gold, and Health Care.  We trimmed some Energy before crude got whacked all over again.  We 
woulda/coulda/shoulda cut more!  If the junky stuff (Crypto being at the top of the list but also other Fantasies 
and Frauds) continues to rally, we will increase this exposure.  Everything Crypto should be a zero (ok this might 
be an exaggeration, but just barely). 
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TSLAQ:  Tesla announced more price cuts in the US…. double what they were a few weeks ago.  Unlimited 
demand is the company mantra!  Morgan Stanley, one of the long-time bulls on Tesla…mostly because it has 
lent Musk billions of dollars backed by is Tesla shares… is out saying price cuts are good for the company as they 
will hurt the competition.   

Last week Tesla started production cuts in China despite its denials.  Now Tesla has announced more production 
cuts for January.  Unlimited demand! 

And another sign of great and growing demand, 25% of all used Teslas on the market are 2022 vintages! 

Musk claimed he will not be selling anymore Tesla stock, “definitely not next year under any circumstances and 
probably not the year thereafter.”  He has said this before…right before selling more shares.  The stock popped a 
few percent in the afterhours, but it quickly gave up the ghost.  This is another telling sign that the psyche of the 
stock has changed.  People do not believe his BS any longer…except for the fools that thought Musk selling stock 
meant the company would deliver strong sales data (nope). 
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The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax 
advice, and it is intended to be general market commentary.  Information presented is believed to be factual 
and up-to-date, but we do not guarantee its accuracy and it should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. All expressions of opinion reflect the judgment of the authors as of the date of 
preparation and are subject to change. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, 
although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot 
be guaranteed.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 


